1989 jeep wrangler 4.2 vacuum diagram

Most of the vacuum lines were disconected and the engine will not run right. How do you find a
vacuum hose diagram for a jeep wrangler 6 cylinder. Browse categories answer questions. Here
is another set of scanned pages outlining the vacuum routing for mid s jeep engines. Require
vacume hose diagram for a jeep yj 6cly 42 liter carburator type. Here is a poor quality scan of
the v8 vacuum diagram from a 85 fsj manual. Here is the 4x5 diagram need. I have an 89 yj that i
just swapped the Because vacuum circuits will vary based on various engine and vehicle
options always refer first to the vehicle emission control information label. Print following is a
listing of vacuum diagrams for most of the engine and emissions package combinations
covered by this guide. I rebuildt the card and did a complete tune up along with adjusted the
timing. Also vacume diagram for thexxxxxsystem. According to files we got from google
adwords jeep wrangler 4 2 vacuum diagram has a lot of search online search engine. First jeep
was an yj ive also had a grand cherokee. Problem is the guy i bought it from had all the vacuum
lines cappedplugged. The engine will know idle at rpms but when you give it fuel then let off it
dies. A person can find a vacuum hose diagram for this car by asking if an auto tech will print
one out. Currently i have a 99 xj. I just changed the heater core on my jeep wrangler 42 motor
how can i tell if i swapped. You probably already know that jeep wrangler 4 2 vacuum diagram is
among the top topics on the web today. It is also found in. Youll be able to meet friends as well
as get help. I just bought a 87 jeep yj with a 42 liter. Jeep wrangler car and truck. Join thousands
of other jeep fans as we tackle wrangler problems and more. Need vaccum line diagram for jeep
wrangler 42l v6 need a motor diagram for vaccum lines jeep wrangler question. If you still need
the vacuum diagram let me know and ill e mail you the picture. Repair Guides. Vacuum Line
Routing. Free Automotive Vacuum Diagrams. Wrg Jeep Wrangler Vacuum Schematic. Oljeep Fsj
Vacuum Layout Page. Motorcraft Jeep Wrangler Forum. Posting Komentar. I Have A Jeep
Wrangler 4 2l Need Some Diagram Carburetor Here are two more poor quality scans of the v8
vacuum diagram from a v8 grand wagoneer with heavy duty and light duty cooling packages.
Bagikan Artikel ini. Belum ada Komentar untuk "33 Jeep Wrangler 4. Langganan: Posting
Komentar Atom. Iklan Atas Artikel. Iklan Tengah Artikel 1. Iklan Tengah Artikel 2. Iklan Bawah
Artikel. About Contact Privacy Policy Disclaimer. The Jeep Wrangler continued the tradition
established a year earlier of having two engine options. In addition to this, the car came in no
less than five variations, not including the option for a hard top or a soft top. For those with an
interest in older Jeep Wranglers, it is worth knowing the specs of the different models to make
sure you make the right purchasing decision. The Jeep Wrangler came with one of two engines.
Almost all models came with a 4. This engine provided horsepower and foot-pounds of torque.
The Laredo hard top featured a 4. The S-type Wrangler had a 2. All Jeep Wranglers came with a
three-speed automatic engine, with the exception of the S-type. This variation on the Jeep came
with a five-speed manual overdrive transmission. The Jeep Wrangler gets 15 miles per gallon in
the city and 16 miles per gallon on the highway in most models. The exception to this is the
S-type that gets 18 miles per gallon and 20 miles per gallon on the highway. The Jeep Wrangler
featured air conditioning and a tape deck as options. The vehicle has two doors and seats up to
four people. There are no Jeep Wranglers with amenities such as power locks, seats or
windows. While none of the versions came with a sunroof, many had a removable soft top that
allowed the driver to enjoy the sun in his vehicle with little effort. The Jeep Wrangler does not
offer much in the way of safety features. The vehicle does not come with features such as
airbags, antilock breaks or traction and stability control. Nicholas Pell began writing
professionally in His features on arts, culture, personal finance and technology have appeared
in publications such as "LA Weekly," Salon and Business Insider. Fuel Efficiency The Jeep
Wrangler gets 15 miles per gallon in the city and 16 miles per gallon on the highway in most
models. Amenities The Jeep Wrangler featured air conditioning and a tape deck as options.
Safety Features The Jeep Wrangler does not offer much in the way of safety features. Free
shipping and low prices guaranteed on Jeep Wrangler YJ suspension parts. Buy control arms,
shocks, coil springs, sway bars and more Jeep parts online today! Get tie rods, ball joints, sway
bars and more. Free shipping and low prices guaranteed. Explore the Lights for Wrangler YJ
here, or find related products for your vehicle today. Looking for Jeep ignition parts? Visit
Morris 4x4 Center for the best selection, lowest prices and free shipping on all Wrangler YJ
Jeep parts and accessories. Buy heater switches, blowers, cables and more at low prices. Shop
Jeep hard top liftglass seals online at Morris 4x4. Find liftgate glass, seals and Jeep
replacement parts at the lowest price guaranteed on all Jeep parts! Get free shipping and
discount prices on fuel lines, gas caps, gas tanks and more. Get free shipping and low prices on
all Jeep exhaust system parts. Explore the AMC 6-Cylinder 4. Morris 4x4 Center carries 2. Your
best option for the lowest prices on thousands of Jeep parts and accessories anywhere! Find
water pumps, fans, belts and more. Free shipping and low prices on all Jeep parts. Jeep
Wrangler Parts Wrangler Jk. Jeep Wrangler Lights. Jeep Wrangler Accessories. Jeep Cherokee

Xj Accessories. Jeep Wrangler Yj Jeep Tj. Jeep Tj. Jeep Cj7 Parts Morris 4x4 Center. Chevy
Silverado Parts. In the second pic I know the line at arrow 1 goes to the air cleaner. Can anyone
tell me where 2 and 3 should go? I posted a vacuum diagram for the ''90 YJ Wrangler 2. This
should help clarify your vacuum circuit:. Let us know if the PDF diagram helps answer your
vacuum concern. Your circuit is incomplete with the plugged hose. Here to assist if you need
more input. I think I've got it sorted out. Iv'e got Jeep Wrangler that all of a sudden there is a
loud whistle that comes from the throttle body area when the engine gets to operating
temperature. Hi, don Focus on the area that changes the speed, this would be a vacuum leak.
Let us know what you find. You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in
now to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as
a link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Forums Open to Member
Posting. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Posted July 17, Link to post
Share on other sites. Moses Ludel Posted July 19, Posted July 19, Posted September 15, I
replaced the gasket. What else can I try? Moses Ludel Posted September 15, Join the
conversation You can post now and register later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL.
Followers 2. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. By Pete H. As such, recently I had to invest in
an oem offset air intake from ebay. My question is: is there anyone out there that can fill me in
on which of the hoses I need to connect and to where to get the flaps in the intake to actuate?
The intake came mostly complete, but looks like it is missing one of the vacuum hoses. Would I
just be better of putting in a manual linkage switch? Looking forward to others joining this
forum! Hi, Pete I understand your dilemma. This heats the intake manifold quickly to provide
complete combustion. Make sure the manifold heater beneath the intake manifold receives
voltage and heats up. Secondly, as you note, there is the air intake flap that closes when cold
and opens as the engine warms thermal air cleaner. You can operate the air cleaner flap with a
thermal vacuum switch like the CTO on the Jeep engine as a vacuum source. I've scanned
details from a 4. The later 4. For safety sake, make sure your evaporative emissions system
works properly! See the PDF attachment Trust this helps Thank you for the heads up on the
vacuum system. The more I dig into this, the less I am liking what the previous owner did and
what I am saddled with fixing. I was able to mount the air cleaner, but the switches were non
functioning on the trap door, and some of the other little parts to it were missing. The actuator
arm came off in my hand looked to have broken off inside of the intake so I removed the
actuated gates plastic? As of now, I have the heated air hose pointed down at the exhaust
manifold heat riser, and the main spout pointed toward the radiator. I think with this set up it
may require some warm up before driving, but should alleviate driving ice up. Looking at the
evap system I knew that the PO had removed the faulty 4wd actuator and put in a cable system
trusty thing, that I think I need to start a new thread here Thanks again for your help! I can
provide EVAP fuel and vapor hose routings if you need them, too. There should be a junction
point on your YJ Wrangler in the left side rear body well that ties with the fuel filler functions.
Check hoses at the top of the fuel tank, too. As for the EGR, this is a passive device that many
condemn needlessly. In fact, the EGR does little to inhibit performance, and it's good side is a
reduction in upper cylinder temperatures. Without EGR, an engine can ping detonate and even
overheat piston material and valves. EGR removed or disconnected on a non-EGR engine can
create up to 4, degrees F upper cylinder tempsâ€”an oxy-acetylene torch cuts around degrees
F. Spark advance can usually be increased with the use of an EGR valve. When restoring the
EGR function, follow the vacuum diagram I provided. This means it only operates when the
engine coolant has warmed. The valve opens from ported, not manifold, vacuum. Ported
vacuum starts with the throttle just opening and drops off at wider throttle openings. If for no
other reason than to reduce risk of ping and engine damage, to permit running lower octane
fuel, and to increase spark advance, restore the EGR function. You're doing the atmosphere a
service, too! I sure appreciate the extra information on this. The fella who was teaching me the
ins and outs of my jeep just got switched to a travel assignment, so I am trying to figure out just
what I need to do to get her running safely. To make matters worse, we made a deal that he
would teach me how to fix stuff on it but instead he went and started fixing stuff himself I'm
grateful to him, but I'm kinda confused about what does what now. I had installed a new fuel
tank, pump, filters, and lines recently, after the jeep came back from the shop with aluminum
shavings in the tank, I swore that was the last time I would trust a mechanic with my vehicle and
noted that the evap canister was weird Well as I noted earlier, it really wasn't there I pulled it
apart and there were no innards to it. Looking at my fuel lines I have one coming from the tank
to the fuel pump, one frome the pump to the filter, one from the filter to the carburetor, and one
from the filter to the tank return. The gas tank is vented to the fake evap canister. Can I find
those diagrams in the MR and ? I have nothing against the EGR, but it looked like the po had a
serious vendetta against it. The valve itself was cut off and looks like the stub was soldered

shut. Again, thanks for the diagram. Hopefully, I can take the jeep to that early 60's format we
had discussed, and get her running more reliably. Many thanks, Pete H. Factory manuals
contain the vacuum circuit diagrams, EVAP information and fuel line routingsâ€”plus anything
else you might need. Looking forward to your posts and trusting that others will jump in with
helpful comments, too! You can post now and register later. If you have an account, sign in now
to post with your account. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a
link instead. Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Forums Open to Member Posting.
Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts. Pete H. Posted April 18, Link to post
Share on other sites. Moses Ludel Posted April 19, Posted April 19, Posted April 23, Moses
Ludel Posted April 24, Posted April 24, Join the conversation You can post now and register
later. Reply to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 1. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up.
The original owner had them all over the place and most definetly not. Speed control vacuum
solenoid control. I simplify everything needed for. Need vacuum line diagrams for jeep wrangler
4 2 6cyl. Your local auto parts store has a chilton manual. What is this vacuum line on carter
bbd 79 cj5 Vacuum diagram for jeep wrangler 6 cylinder. Repair Guides from repairguide. Bbd
carb vacuum ports on the jeep cj forums. A person can find a vacuum hose diagram for this car
by asking if an auto tech will print one out. I thought it best to ask in this area about vacuum
lines. I'm going to use it in the morning. That diagram supersedes even the factory service
manual diagram so double there's no diagram there, the reason i was asking. The gm hei big
cap distributor can be swapped on your jeep i6 engine very easily. The three places on the
diagram marked with a red circle and slash are the places with vacuum ports capped that i'm
trying to get hooked back up. Come join the discussion about reviews, performance, trail riding,
gear, suspension, tires, classifieds, troubleshooting, maintenance, for all jl. One could possibly
find diagrams for jeep wranglers at a jeep wrangler official site or through a manual company. I
was hoping the one i posted was correct. Fiat cj7 wiring diagram jeep vacuum line on. The
weber throttle shaft coil spring is too weak to reliably return to full off, because of the somewhat
radical bend you get in the throttle cable in this installation. Nutter bypass questions jeep
wrangler forum. Cruiser if im looking at the vacuum diagram right is all you need to make it run
right is the fuel pressure regulater and map line. This section is all about jeeps. It is also found
in the cars maintenance and repair manual. The under hood vacuum diagram included with this
kit is based on a jeep wrangler. Coming from the axle two yellows, a black, and a green. I
installed one as a fix for the oem carter bbd which has a anyone here know carburetors? The
above image is the vacuum diagram for both the i6 engine. I clear up the clutter on top of the
engine by redoing the vacuum system. Based on a diagram here, it looks like the purge signal
ported vacuum is plugged at the canister as. Nissan engine diagram wiring diagrams tar nissan
altima exhaust system diagram nissan engine diagram wiring diagram yer nissan maxima cj5
vacuum diagram! A forum community dedicated to jeep wrangler owners and enthusiasts. A
round thing that i think is a check valve. Ok im going crazy haha with these vacuum lines. Jeep
cid vacuum diagram. Amc engine diagram wiring diagram. Psdavidson your vacuum and
emissions diagram is on the underside of the hood or it should be. These are listed as
individual files per year with winzip file of each set per. You may have to register before you can
post. Februari 21, Many people complain about the carter bbd carburetor and the maze of
emissions vacuum hoses. Posting Komentar. Forum Rules. Recent Threads AllVapeBrands.
Actuators GC 4. Reader Rides. Thread: Nutter Bypass and Vacuum Lines. Join Date Aug Posts
Nutter Bypass and Vacuum Lines Does anyone have a modified vacuum hose diagram for a
Nutter'd engine? I want to get rid of the unnecessary lines, but an not too sure what to keep and
what to bypass, plug, or just leave open. Chronically depressed and regularly attempting
suicide Here I am googling images of post-nutter vacuum lines, and what do I come upon but
my own damned post! Thank you for the images, Saddle Tramp, and my deepest apologies for
not thanking you months ago. I believe that was around the time I decided to give up on repairs
and run it into the ground From the top diagram I don't have a Weber , it looks like the decel
valve and the air filter housing EGR lines aren't necessary at all. You mean, I can get rid of
those damned lines practically lying on top of my engine?! However depending upon your local
smog requirements you will no longer pass a visual inspection. As far as the EGR valve goes, I
would not be too hasty to remove it. The EGR even though it is a smog feature plays a very
important role; it functions to lower the temperature inside the cylinder during combustion. At
first blush you would think the higher the temp the better the combustion the better the deal.
Well in reality the higher temps without the EGR produce more smog and are also not so good
for your engine. The EGR tames both issues while virtually cost you nothing to run as far as
performance and probably extends the life of your motor. I always leave them hooked up. Join
Date Nov Posts Re: Nutter Bypass and Vacuum Lines That diagram shown on top is in error and
should not be used or provided to anyone on a technical forum. Notice how it is indicating that

the "S" ported vacuum tube being shared with the distributer vacuum advance and then
supplying both sides of the CTO. While one side is feeding the cannister purge valve which is
designed without having a bleed and if deterioration hasn't taken a toll with that valve then all is
fine with that. The other side of the Dual CTO feeds the EGR, it is a bleeding device and will
diminish the amount of vacuum to the distributer equal to the amount of bleed, so that much
less vacuum timing advance will occur. Another point to make is that the fifth or unused Dual
CTO nipple will have a bleeding to atmosphere cap installed. It should be removed and the
nipple plugged. Which ever carb you use will most likely have an "E" ported nipple and it is the
one which should be routed to the side of that Dual CTO which is feeding the EGR if you are
using "S" ported vacuum advance. I meant the just the lines under and around the air filter
housing. But thanks for the info, I didn't know that about the EGR. I'll give it all a shot today. I
haven't seen mention of this anywhere else while researching the bypass. Do you have a
source? I'm just a bit skeptical because the image above confirmed everything I came up with
by modifying sprynet's image to omit the computer controlled areas, and then removed a few
more things which is the whole point of this game. Re: Nutter Bypass and Vacuum Lines.
Originally Posted by mcmud. That diagram shown on top is in error and should not be used or
provided to anyone on a technical forum. Originally Posted by dekr. Sorry, I was lumping things
together that aren't necessarily related. Join Date Jan Posts 1. Re: Nutter Bypass and Vacuum
Lines Have these diagrams been fixed or do they still contain errors as mcmud pointed out. If
they are still incorrect does any one have the correct ones. Looking for diagram that works with
Carter BBD. Originally Posted by waterdowg. Have these diagrams been fixed or do they still
contain errors as mcmud pointed out. It indicates the use of the "E" ported nipple for the EGR
Then it is showing the use of the "S" ported nipple controlling the non-bleed canister purge
signal Depending on the build year, your distributer was set up to use either manifold or the "S"
or the variation of the two as is shown in this diagram. Some adjustment may be necesary.
Welcome to Jeepz Attached Thumbnails. Join Date Jul Posts 7. I researched the nutter for quite
some time before I did it and found tons of schm that completely support the diagram you
question. I have all the hoses from my stock setup and I have nothing but time so I will route the
syst
mitsubishi outlander service schedule
repair manuals volvo s60
2jz firing order
em as shown in the "supposed correct diagram" and see how that works. I have some
questions concerning that diagram though. The main point here is to get our rides running as
good as possible. If your right and all the other info is wrong, then tons of Jeepers need to
know! Re: Nutter Bypass and Vacuum Lines I'll be glad to offer a fair and to the best of my
ability an accurate reply to any questions that you have. Forum related. Similar Threads Nutter
bypass? By wm69 in forum Wrangler and CJ. Replies: 3 Last Post: , AM. Replies: 2 Last Post: ,
PM. Nutter bypass? By Tug-n-pull in forum Wrangler and CJ. Replies: 3 Last Post: , PM. Nutter
Bypass!!! By jhiggins in forum Wrangler and CJ. Replies: 11 Last Post: , PM. Join thousands of
other Jeep fans as we tackle Wrangler problems and more. You'll be able to meet friends, as
well as get help repairing and upgrading your Jeep. All times are GMT The time now is PM. Log
in Remember Me? Log in Forgotten Your Password? Don't have an account yet?

